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Keeping up with the times
In 1658 the King of Spain offered 60 000 ducats to
"the discoverer of longitude." One hundred and
twenty-five years later the problem had still not been
solved, so the British government came forward
with an offer of its own: 20 000 pounds. Although sci-
entists of that period realized the key to determining
longitude involved a combination of astronomical
observations and time measurements, no clock was
capable of keeping good time on the high seas.
Then, in 1735, John Harrison, an Englishman, pre-
sented a working model of his temperature-com-
pensated pendulum clock to the Board of Longitude.
After many trial demonstrations and several models
later, Harrison received the full reward.
Harrison's clock kept time to about III seconds
a day. Since then there have been significant ad-
vances in timekeeping technology, culminating with
today's devices based on atomic phenomena. Navi-
gators using Harrison's clock were soon to discover
that different locations on the earth yielded different
Uni versa I Time values—a result of the then unknown
wobbling of the earth on its axis. A second correction
was made in 1935, when seasonal changes in the
earth's rotational rate were discovered. Conse-
quently, when one talks of Universal Time, he should
specify the UT scale: UTO, John Harrison's time
scale; UTI, a scale (hat takes into account the earth's
wobble; UT2, a scale that corrects for variations in
the earth's rotation; or UTC, the new Coordinated
UniversfilTime System.
Jcspcrson, Fey-—"Time-telling" techniques
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Reference System Bulletin No. 1
1. INTRODUCTION
The Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) reference system has many
applications (see Veis, 1966). Documentation is necessary to support communications
between those who gather data and those who process data. The reference system
involves timing, scale, coordinate systems and their transformations, and observations
of the rotation of the Earth.
The sources and the users of these data are many, and this bulletin is intended as
a vehicle to document the data and disseminate changes. The bulletin will be issued
regularly and will update and extend station-time data, UT1, and polar-motion data
used in data reduction and analysis. Other information, such as change in location of
a station or improvements in survey coordinates, will be included. In this way, all
users of SAO data will have the most up-to-date information for data reduction and
analysis.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
Two timing-related activities are performed in the Satellite-Tracking Program:
(1) Monitoring the relationship between different time scales and (2) correcting
observational data for proper epoch.
In the following Time Flow Chart (Fig. 1), the sources of timing information are
shown at the top and the final users of the data at the bottom. The time corrections
This bulletin is the result of a joint effort of STADAD, the Data Services Division,
and the Satellite Geophysics Department under the guidance of E. M. Gaposchkin.
This work was supported in part by grant NGR 09-015-002 from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.

performed within intermediate blocks are shown as equations. Some of the blocks do
not involve any timing corrections and have been shown only to give a more complete
picture of the overall processing of satellite observations at SAO. The DOI and
GRIPE blocks represent complicated programs, and no attempt has been made to
show details of their operation.
2. 1 Timing (Epoch)
Epoch time is maintained at each station by use of the EECo precision-time sys-
tem and is kept with reference to UTC as maintained by the United States Naval
Observatory (USNO). A portable clock is used to set the station clock. Time is then
maintained by referencing the frequency of a 5-MHz crystal oscillator to a known fre-
quency broadcast by one of the various VLF stations. Each observing station main-
tains an estimate of its timing uncertainty in two ways:
1) The accuracy of the original clock set from a portable clock is expressed as
an uncertainty (usually ±5 jjsec). If the main channel has to be reset to one of the
backup channels, another uncertainty (usually ±5 fisec) is added.
2) The extent of the deviation is determined by comparing the phase of the VLF
signal with that of the oscillator signal. Each station steers or guides its oscillator
to keep its time-drift uncertainty as small as possible (usually ±50 josec).
Two sets of time corrections are added to the data in order to obtain time approxi-
mating UTC as kept by USNO. One set consists of corrections of hours, minutes,
seconds, or parts of seconds when a failure has occurred in the station clock and
when this has created errors in the recorded epoch. These corrections are confirmed
at the station by referring to the alternate timekeeping channel and WWV time signals.
If all channels fail and no backup time reference is available, a reset is necessary
and a portable-clock trip to the station is made. The second correction, generated
in Cambridge, consists of computations based on values for the phase difference
between the average VLF phase value for a time reporting period (usually a month)
and the phase value of the VLF signal at the time the clock is set. These corrections,
determined from data published in USNO time-service bulletins, are generally less
than 20 |_isec.
A new time reporting procedure has been initiated to reduce the net timing uncer-
tainty by recovering the portion due to oscillator drift. Section 2. 2 describes the full
extent of the STADAD time calculations.
Two files of time corrections are maintained by the Data Services Division at
SAO. The first gives the difference between A. S and UT1, and the second, the
difference between A. S and the clocks at the observing stations. The time system
A. S is related to UTC(USNO) by the expression
A.S - UTC(USNO) - 6? 140768 + 0. 002592000(T - 39856.0)
for the period February 1, 1968, to January 1, 1972; T is the time in Modified Julian
Days; 39856.0 is January 1.0, 1968; and the difference is given in seconds. The
A. S - A. 1 difference is about 0. 8983 msec.
UT1 data are obtained from "Circular D, " published monthly by the Bureau Inter-
national de 1'Heure (BIH). Values of UT1 - UTC(BIH) and AT - UTC(BIH) are listed
at 5-day intervals. The difference A . S - AT is currently 35. 3 msec. A. S - UT1 is
calculated by the relation
A. S - UT1 = (A. S - AT) + [AT - UTC(BIH)] - [UT1 - UTC(BIH)] .
A second-order polynomial is fitted to the A.S - UT1 values, and the coefficients are
punched on cards. Usually, each polynomial covers a 50-day period. If the values
change too rapidly, the interval can be reduced to 25 days.
The difference between the station clocks and UTC(USNO) is recorded by STADAD
as described. The corrections are applied to the A.S - UTC(USNO) difference to
obtain the correction from the station clock to A. S time. Cards are punched giving
these corrections as a series of straight-line segments specifying the values of the
corrections at the beginning and end of each interval. A new card must be used
whenever there is a gap, discontinuity, or change of slope in the time correction.
2.2 STADAD Timing Corrections
A standardized format for reporting time differences and comparisons has been
set down by USNO in their Time Service Announcement, Series 14, No. 2. This
convention has been accepted by the international timing community and is the guideline
STADAD uses to report its time and frequency corrections.
The time presented on the Baker-Nunn film and laser-observation records is the
time carried by the station clock. An attempt is made to relate the time of all SAO
station clocks to USNO time in Washington, D. C. , by making portable-clock trips
and by tracking VLF signals. The net correction that STADAD presents is, therefore,
an attempt to reduce the known time errors in the satellite observation data so that
the corrected time will correspond as closely as possible to UTC(USNO). The
ambiguity that remains is expressed in the time -uncertainty terms.
The following abbreviations are used in detailing the time corrections:
STAT — Station time as presented in the data.
USNO -UTC (USNO).
OTV — "On time value, " the reference phase value that the station uses in
tracking the EECo clock time relative to the received VLF signal.
VLF — Phase of the very low frequency radio source.
The various components that make up the net correction are listed below with the
corresponding entry names as they appear on the time-correction forms. The sum of







The interpretation is as follows:
STAT - OTV - The daily drift of the station clock as measured in relation
to the VLF monitor is recorded.
OTV - USNOO — The results of clock comparisons produce measures of time
difference between the station clock, when set to its OTV, and
the time held by USNO.
USNOO - VLF - The VLF station has a certain initial phase relationship to
USNO (the change will be expressed in the next two terms).
VLFQ - VLF - A station tracks one particular cycle of the frequency trans-
mitted by one VLF station, and if any change is made by the
timing engineer in either the tracking cycle or the station
being tracked, then the result is recorded as VLF.
VLF - USNOO - Daily records are kept relating the phase relationship of the
transmitted VLF frequencies to USNO time standards.
STAT - USNOD - The day-to-day time difference between the station clock and
UTC (USNO) is obtained by summing all the previously
mentioned terms.
The net time correction obtained from our time-reduction form is identified as
STAT - USNO. For this to be applied to the Baker-Nunn and laser observations, the
convention for reporting time differences must be followed:
STAT = station time
-(STAT - USNO) = -(net correction)
USNO = time according to USNO
The only deviation from this format comes when clock jumps occur. These
cannot be described in the terms that we use to report the clock drift and, therefore,
must be applied in addition to the STAT - USNO drift correction. The correction is
given in the form of an instruction to ADD'or SUBTRACT time from the figures on the
observation forms or file. Since these corrections occur very infrequently and since
they cannot be handled in the drift correction, these instructions must be given in word
comments that accompany the time drift reduction form.
Data collected before September 1972 received all corrections in the word-
instruction form just described. These corrections accounted for the OTV - USNOn,
USNOQ - VLFO, VLFQ - VLFD, and VLFD - USNOD correction components but did
not include the effects of the station-oscillator drift component STAT - OTV. The
time-uncertainty term, mentioned in Section 2.1, was therefore used to encompass
the clock-comparison errors and the amount of time-offset the station clock sustained
in comparison to its VLF-generated on-time reference position as a result of oscillator
frequency drift STAT - OTV- The net time uncertainty has been reduced by a factor
of two or three by the new reporting procedure.
2.3 Summary
The time of the satellite observations is corrected by applying the word message
instructions to ADD or SUBTRACT a certain amount of time in the rare situation when
a time jump has affected the station clock. The observation times must always be
corrected for the drift in the station clock and the time-offsets detected by portable-
clock comparisons or VLF phase calculations. This is performed by subtracting the
correction known as STAT - USNO from the observed times. Data for that correction
term are supplied by STADAD to Data Services:
STAT = time on data
-(STAT - USNO) = -(correction as given)




9002 Olifantsfontein, South Africa
9004 San Fernando, Spain
9006 Naini Tal, India
9007 Arequipa, Peru
9012 Maui, Hawaii
9021 Mt. Hopkins, Arizona
9023 Island Lagoon, Australia
9025 Dodaira, Japan
9028 Debre Zeit, Ethiopia
9029 Natal, Brazil
9030 Dionysus, Greece
In the data that follow, it will be noted that there have been changes in some of the
site numbers during the period covered by this Bulletin. The changes were necessi-
tated by movement to a new site even though the instrument may have been moved only
a few feet. The following list gives these station moves:
Former Site No. Date of Closing New Site No. Date of Reopening
Brazil 9029 May 5, 1970 9039 May 7, 1970
Peru 9007 May 30, 1970 9027 June 1, 1970
S. Africa 9002 Dec. 17, 1970 9022 Jan. 5, 1971
SAO Laser Station Identification
Site Number Location
7902 Olifantsfontein, South Africa
7907 Arequipa, Peru
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3.2 Time History Files
UT1
The difference between A.S and UT1 is expressed over 25- or 50-day intervals as
a second degree polynomial of the form
A.S- UT1 = AQ + AJ[ (T - TQ) + A2 (T - TQ)2 ,
where A.S - UT1 is in seconds, T is in Modified Julian Days (MJD), and TQ is the
beginning of the interval in MJD. The listing gives T , the interval (either 25 or 50
days), and the coefficients A , A , and A .
o J. ^
Clock Corrections
The clock-correction file gives the correction to A. S for each station.
. The station-clock corrections are given as straight-line segments. The segments
are specified by two times T and T and the corresponding corrections C, and C0.
_L ij J. £t
The correction A . S - STA for a time T within the interval is given by
where A.S - STA and the C's are in seconds, and the T's are in MJD. The listing
gives the station number, year, month, day, hour, minute, and second of T and T ,
J- Li
C, and C , and the time-accuracy code.
10
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0. S. ARMY MAP SERVICE (NO* USATOPCCOM)
AMERICAN UEOHHYSiCAL UNION
SAO ONIFCRM TIME SYSTEM
BUREAU INI ERNATlONAL DE L/HEURE
bUREAO INTERNATIONAL DES PC1S £T MESURES
CtNTKAL BuKEAU FOR SATELLITE GEODESY
U.S, COAST ANU <JtCDLTIC SURVEY
CcNT^F: NATIONAL UXETUL/ES SPA1IALES
CCMMlTThE ON S'pACt KESEARCh
UttP SPACi: INSTKuMENTATiON FACILITY <NOh QSN)
UEEP SPACt NtTrtCKK (JPL)
SAO LARTh DYNAMICS PROOKAM
NASA EAKTh ANU LLtAi\ PHYSICS APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
tARTh PhYblCS SATELLITE ObSE«VATICN CAMPAIN
GKGUPI-: L;E RECHEKCHES DE (otcOcbiE SPATIALE
OCUC-ARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER




IKSTUUT cEUORAPhlQUE NATICNALE (FRANCE)
iNTEKNAT ICNAL PCLAR MOTION SERVICE
INTtKNATlCNAL SATELLITE GEODESY EXPERIMENT
INTEHNATILNAL U<^ICN OF cEODESY AND GEOPHYSICS
INTERNATIONAL UHblGRAM AND rtORLD DAYS SERVICE
KCD1HIED jULiAN UAYS
MEAN SEA LEVEL
f/INITKAC< OPIICAL TRACKING SYSTEM
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS ANU SPACE ADMINISTRATION









PRECISION CONTROL BULLETINS (1967)
RESEAU EUKOPtEN UNIHE uE N1VELLEMENT
SfllhSONlAN AST^uPHrSlCAL CBbtRVATORY
SECJUtNTIAi. COLLATION OF RANljE SYSTEM
SATELLITE TR^CKiuG AND uAT-A ACQUISITION DfcPT. (SAO)
SATELLITE TRACKiNto AND uATA ACOUISITION NETWORK (GSFC)




LCEANIC ANL ATi-'OSPhhR 1C ADMINISTRATION






UbiJC UNITED STATtS NAVAL OBSERVATORY
UK COORDINATED UNIVERSAL TIME SYSTEM
'JU UNIVERSAL TIME SYSTEM CORRECTED FCR THE POLAR MOTION
UT<J UUlVtRSAL TIME SYSTLM CORRECTED FOR VARIATIONS
IN THE EARTH ROTATION
VLdi VERY LUNG-BASELINE 1NTEKFEROMETRY
VLF PHASt OF THE Vt^Y LUW FREQUENCY KACIG SOURCE
wLSr EUROPEAN SATELLITE TRI AlMGULAT ICN PROGRAM
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